THE WORLD’S FIRST PATENTED “ORTHOMOLECULAR” NUTRIENTS
THAT ENHANCE YOUR BODY’S NATURAL BIOCHEMISTRY FOR OPTIMAL
HEALTH AND WELLNESS

Most nutritional supplements you take aren’t designed to work in a complementary fashion with your existing body chemistry. And so the health benefits they deliver, if any, are severely limited.

Meehan Formulations is the first supplement maker to formulate a complete patented line of “orthomolecular” nutrients. With orthomolecular science, the molecules in your nutrients work synergistically with the molecules already in your body. By doing so, our orthomolecular compounds enhance your own body chemistry to achieve a new level of health and wellness not possible without these supplemental molecules.

For instance, many people know that adenosine triphosphate (ATP) is what gives our cells energy. Our body burns fat, lactic acid, and glucose to make ATP, but stress and inadequate nutrition diminish ATP production -- which is why so many of us feel tired and worn out.

Meehan Formulations ATP products solve this problem by providing molecules that allow our bodies to burn these fuels more rapidly and convert them into ATP more efficiently. Result: greater cellular energy, increased stamina, lower cholesterol levels, and gradual weight loss.

In this same orthomolecular fashion, all Meehan Formulation supplements deliver molecules to your blood stream that enhance natural biochemistry to give you smoother skin ... increase energy and stamina ... control cholesterol levels ... reduce weight ... enhance mood ... balance electrolyte levels ... support healthy joints ... provide natural antioxidant support ... and more. –